
erism which is rampant in our highly materialistic culture in general. We need
to think about the image of the Jewish American Princess and the father she
tries to manipulate. What has happened to the Jewish Mother? Why has she
dropped out of the picture? If (as is likely true of all groups) some middle-class
Jewish women (and men) are overly focused on material things, what is the
other side of that? What about the middle-class fathers who measure their
own success by what material goods they are able to provide to their wives and
children and who don't know how to show love in any other way? Someone
who doesn't know how to give except through material goods could easily
create a child who comes to expect material goods as a proof of love and self-
worth, especially if sexist gender expectations limit the options for women.
We need to look more closely at the relationship between the "monster"
daughter and the father who helped create her.

This brings up another uncomfortable subject-incest in Jewish families.
We have to look carefully at the image of the "little princess" who sits on
Daddy's lap and later becomes this monstrous figure. (My father thought it
appropriate for me to sit on his lap until the day he died, well into his '80s,
and I do not believe he was unusual in his expectations.) There are enough
stories of incest in which we know that the father who sexually abuses his
daughter when she is a child becomes quite distant when she reaches adoles-
cence and may continue to abuse her in psychological ways. And the JAP im-
age is a real form of psychological abuse. We need to look at these things to
understand that this phenomenon is not trivial, and to understand how it un-
dermines all Jewish women and particularly harms young women coming of
age. It cannot do Jewish men much good either to think of their sisters, daugh-
ters, mothers, and potential girlfriends with such contempt.

Last, I want to say that we have many false images of Jewish families.
There is violence in Jewish families, just as there is violence in families of all
groups. It is time to put the whole question of the Jewish American Princess
into the context of doing away with myths of all kinds. The Jewish family is
no more nor less cohesive than other families, although there is great pres-
sure on Jewish families to pretend they are. Not all Jewish families are non-
alcoholic; not all Jewish families are heterosexual; not all Jews are upper or
middle class; and not all are urban or Eastern. It's important that the truth of
Jewish women's (and also Jewish men's) lives be spoken. Beginning to take
apart this image of the Jewish American Princess can make us look more
closely at what it is that we, in all of our diversity as Jews, are; what we are
striving towards; and what we hope to become.
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As a young worried mother, I remember turning to Dr. Benjamin Spock's
C"",_ S"", Book'IBary and Child C.,., ju'"bou", o,",n as I'd p;d up the
telephone. He was God. I was ignorant but striving to be good: a good
Moth", And '0 it"" th"" in that best·",U"potkotoook of do', and don't\
that I came upon this doozie of a guideline: Do not wear miniskirts or other
provocative clothing because that will upset your child, especially if your child
happens to be a boy. If you give your offspring "cause" to think of you as a
sexual being, he will, at the least, become disturbed; you will derail the equi-
librium of his notions about your possible identity and meaning in the world.

It had never Occurred to me that anyone, especially my son, might look
upon me as an asexual being. I had never supposed that "asexual" Wassome
kind of po~tiv, demgn,tion I 'hoold, '0 to 'pe>1<,lusr 'fret, I was pretty sur-
prised by Dr. Spock. However, I was also, by habit, a creature of obedience.
Foc a coupl-of -I<, I ottu'lly expeCllntnted with 1"''''1", tolo~ and dowdy
tops and bottoms, self-consciously hoping thereby to prove myself as a luster-
less and dowdy and, therefore, excellent female parent.

-
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Years would have to pass before I could recognize the familiar, by then,
absurdity of a man setting himself up as the expert on a subject that pre-
supposed women as the primary objects for his patriarchal discourse-on
motherhood, no less! Years passed before I came to perceive the perversity of
dominant power assumed by men, and the perversity of self-determining
power ceded to men by women.

A lot of years went by before I understood the dynamics of what anyone
could summarize as the Politics of Sexuality.

I believe the Politics of Sexuality is the most ancient and probably the
most profound arena for human conflict. Increasingly, it seems clear to me
that deeper and more pervasive than any other oppression, than any other
bitterly contested human domain, is the oppression of sexuality, the exploita-
:ion of the human domain of sexuality for power.

When I say sexuality, I mean gender: I mean male subjugation of human
)eings because they are female. When I say sexuality, I mean heterosexual
nstitutionalization of rights and privileges denied to homosexual men and
vomen, When I say sexuality, I mean gay or lesbian contempt for bisexual
nodes of human relationship.

The Politics of Sexuality therefore subsumes all of the different ways in
vhich some of us seek to dictate to others of us what we should do, what we
:hould desire, what we should dream about, and how we should behave our-
:elves,generally. From China to Iran, from Nigeria to Czechoslovakia, from
:hile to California, the politics of sexuality-enforced by traditions of state-
anctioned violence plus religion and the law-reduces to male domination of
vomen, heterosexist tyranny, and, among those of us who are in any case
leemed despicable or deviant by the powerful, we find intolerance for those
vho choose a different, a more complicated-for example, an interracial or
iisexual-c-mode of rebellion and freedom.

We must move out from the shadows of our collective subjugation-as
ieople of color/as women/as gay/as lesbian/as bisexual human beings.

I can voice my ideas without hesitation or fear because I am speaking,
inally, about myself. I am Black and I am female and I am a mother and I am
dsexual and I am a nationalist and I am an antinationalist. And I mean to be
ullyand freely all thatl am!

Conversely, I do not accept that any white or Black or Chinese man-I
o not accept that, for instance, Dr. Spock-should presume to tell me, or any
ther woman, how to mother a child. He has no right. He is not a mother.
ly child is not his child. And, likewise, I do not accept that anyone-any
roman or any man who is not inextricably part of the subject he or she dares
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to address-should attempt to tell any of us, the objects of her or his pre-
sumptuous discourse, what we should do or what we should not do.

Recently, I have come upon gratuitous and appalling pseudo liberal pro-
nouncements on sexuality. Too often, these utterances fall out of the mouths
of men and women who first disclaim any sentiment remotely related to
homophobia, but who then proceed to issue outrageous opinions like the

following:

• That it is blasphemous to compare the oppression of gay, lesbian, or
bisexual people to the oppression, say, of black people, or of the
Palestinians.

• That the bottom line about gay or lesbian or bisexual identity is that you
can conceal it whenever necessary and, so, therefore, why don't you do
just that? Why don't you keep your deviant sexuality in the closet and let
the rest of us-we who suffer oppression for reasons of our ineradicable
and always visible components of our personhood such as race or gen-
der-get on with our more necessary, our more beleaguered struggle to
survive?

Well, number one: I believe I have worked as hard as I could, and then
harder than that, on behalf of equality and justice-for African-Americans,
for the Palestinian people, and for people of color everywhere.

And no, I do not believe it is blasphemous to compare oppressions of
sexuality to oppressions of race and ethnicity: freedom is indivisible or it is
nothing at all besides sloganeering and temporary, short-sighted, and short-
lived advancement for a few. Freedom is indivisible, and either we are working
for freedom or you are working for the sake of your self-interests and I am
working for mine.

H you can finally go to the bathroom wherever you find one, if you can
finally order a cup of coffee and drink it wherever coffee is available, but you
cannot follow your heart-you cannot respect the response ofyour own hon-
est body in the world-then how much of what kind of freedom does anyone

of us possess?
Or, conversely, if your heart and your honest body can be controlled by

the state, or controlled by community taboo, are you not then, and in that
case, no more than a slave ruled by outside force?

What tyranny could exceed a tyranny that dictates to the human heart, and that
attempts to dictate the public career of an honest human body?

Freedom is indivisible; the Politics of Sexuality is riot some optional
"special-interest" concern for serious, progressive folk.
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And, on another level, let me assure you: if every single gay or lesbian or
bisexual man or woman active on the Left of American politics decided to stay
home, there would be no Left left.

One of the things I want to propose is that we act on that reality: that we
insistently demand reciprocal respect and concern from those who cheerfully
depend upon our brains and our energies for their, and our, effective impact
on the political landscape.

Last spring, at Berkeley, some students asked me to speak at a rally against
racism. And I did. There were four or five hundred people massed on Sproul
Plaza, standing together against that eviL And, on the next day, on that same
plaza, there was a rally for bisexual and gay and lesbian rights, and students
asked me to speak at that rally. And I did. There were fewer than seventy-five
people stranded, pitiful, on that public space. And I said then what I say today:
That was disgraceful! There should have been just one rally. One rally: free-
dom is indivisible.

As for the second, nefarious pronouncement on sexuality that now enjoys
mass-media currency: the idiot notion of keeping yourself in the closet-that
is very much the same thing as the suggestion that black folks and Asian-
Americans and Mexican-Americans should assimilate and become as "white"
as possible-in our walk/talk/musiclfood/values-or else. Or else? Or else
we should, deservedly, perish.

Sure enough, we have plenty of exposure to white everything so why
would we opt to remain our Mrican/Asian/Mexican selves?The answer is that
suicide is absolute, and if you think you will survive by hiding who you really
are, you are sadly misled: there is no such thing as partial or intermittent sui-
cide. You can only survive if you-who you really are-do survive.

Likewise, we who are not men and we who are not heterosexist-we,
sure enough, have plenty of exposure to male-dominated/heterosexist this
and that.

But a struggle to survive cannot lead to suicide: suicide is the opposite of
survivaL And so we must not conceal/assimilate/integrate into the would-be
dominant culture and political system that despises us. Our survival requires
that we alter our environment so that we can liveand so that we can hold each
other's hands and so that we can kiss each other on the streets, and in the
daylight of our existence, without terror and without violent and sometimes
fatal reactions from the busybodies of America.

Finally, I need to speak on bisexuality. I do believe that the analogy is
interracial or multiracial identity. I do believe that the analogy for bisexuality
is a multicultural, multi-ethnic, multiracial world view. Bisexuality follows
from such a perspective and leads to it, as well.
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Just as there are many men and women in the United States whose par-
ents have given them more than one racial, more than one ethnic identity and
cultural heritage to honor; and just as these men and women must deny no
given part of themselves except at the risk of self-deception and the insanities
that must issue from that; and just as these men and women embody the prin-
ciple of equality among races and ethnic communities; and just as these men
and women falter and anguish and choose and then falter again and then an-
guish and then choose yet again how they will honor the irreducible com-
plexity of their God-given human being-even so, there are many men and
women, especially young men and women, who seek to embrace the com-
plexity of their total, always-changing social and political circumstance.

They seek to embrace our increasing global complexity on the basis of the
heart and on the basis of an honest human body. Not according to ideology.
Not according to group pressure. Not according to a~ybody's concept of

"correct."
This is aNew Politics of Sexuality. And even as I despair of identity poli-

tics-because identity is given and principles of justice/equality/freedom cut
across given gender and given racial definitions of being, and because I will
call you my brother, I will call you my sister, on the basis of what you do for
justice, what you do for equality, what you do for freedom and not on the basis
of you who are, even so I look with admiration and respect upon the new,
bisexual politics of sexuality.

This emerging movement politicizes the so-called middle ground: bisexu-
ality invalidates either/or formulation, either/or analysis. Bisexuality means I
am free and I am as likely to want and to love a woman as I am likely to want
and to love a man, and what about that? Isn't that wqat freedom implies? .

If you are free, yo~ are not predictable and you are not controllable. To
my mind, that is the keenly positive, politicizing significance of bisexual

affirmation:
To insist upon complexity, to insist upon the validity of all of the compo-

nents of social/sexual complexity, to insist upon the equal validity of all of the
components of social/sexual complexity. .

This seems to me a unifying, 1990s mandate for revolutionary Americans
planning to make it into the twenty-first century on the basis of the heart, on
the basis of an honest human body, consecrated to every struggle for justice,
every struggle for equality, every struggle for freedom.


